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Abstract: Action recognition (AR) plays a fundamental role in
computer vision and video analysis. We are witnessing an
astronomical increase of video data on the web and it is difficult to
recognize the action in video due to different view point of camera.
For AR in video sequence, it depends upon appearance in frame
and optical flow in frames of video. In video spatial and temporal
components of video frames features play integral role for better
classification of action in videos. In the proposed system, RGB
frames and optical flow frames are used for AR with the help of
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) pre-trained model Alex-Net
extract features from fc7 layer. Support vector machine (SVM)
classifier is used for the classification of AR in videos. For
classification purpose, HMDB51 dataset have been used which
includes 51 Classes of human action. The dataset is divided into
51 action categories. Using SVM classifier, extracted features are
used for classification and achieved best result 95.6% accuracy as
compared to other techniques of the state-of- art.

Greater success has been achieved in computer vision tasks
like object tracking, image segmentation, and action
recognition and so on with the help of famous deep learning
models of CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks) [4].
There are enormous types of advance algorithm and
classifiers are used to achieve higher accuracy on different
dataset of action recognition.

Index Terms: Action Recognition, Classification, Convolution
neural network, SVM.

I. INTRODUCTION
Technology advancement has made researcher to work on
video processing as it has gained greater attention. Action [1]
Recognition is considered as a tough task because of large
inter or intra class variation in video frames. This difficulty
occurred because of texture of object, different illumination
to the camera viewpoint and cluttered scene of backgrounds.
Video processing is being done for different reasons and wide
variety of applications e.g., robot tracking, video surveillance
and human behavior detection. Modern evolutions in the
Depth video technology have helped in minimizing the issues
in the videos. The issues were created due to the texture and
illumination changes and were nullified with the help of
depth video technology because the depth information is
unconcerned to such diversities. Moreover, the view point
variations of camera are very much prone to affect the depth
videos. We propose to heterogeneous features deep
characteristics from RGB frames and Depth information
from optical flow between frames and that resulting
heterogeneous characteristics for action recognition to
integrate to incorporate robustness in natural action videos
against viewpoint differences. Traditionally, hand-crated
features can be used for recognition [2], [3] of action. Recent
decades, deep learning features acquired through
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown greater
robustness and discriminative strength.
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Fig. 1 The proposed approach work on RGB Frames for
appearance and optical flow for motion on HMD51
dataset.
Usually, Realistic and non- Realistic actions are formed in
videos. When actor performs some action scene with simple
background such action is Non- realistic action, whereas
action performed randomly by people with no simple
background is realistic action. Our work is based on the
analysis of realistic dataset and extracted frames
characteristics are analyzed for AR and extract characteristics
from RGB frames and optical flow frames using pre-trained
Alex-Net network. After that create the database of
heterogeneous features of RGB frames and motion features
of frames for better classification. Apply Principle
Component analysis on dataset to reduce the dimensions of
data and classify data using Fine Gaussian Support Vector
Machine achieved better accuracy as compared to other
methods. The experimental outcome demonstrates that the
Support Vector Machine classifier achieves more accuracy.
The remainder of this research paper is explained further.
Earlier work is being talked about in Section II. Section III
method suggested the classification of action based videos.
We present the results of a comprehensive set of data set
experiments in Section IV. Finally, this paper is concluded by
Section V.
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II. EARLIER WORK
Over the past two decades, we will investigate some
associated works on action recognition in videos.
Representation of features and classification pattern is widely
used in action recognition task. Previous action identification
algorithm is approximately divided into two components: (1)
Deep methods of learning, (2) Traditional techniques.
Handcrafted features are mostly traditional methods design to
model the spatial-temporal structure and use the extracted
features from frames to train an action classifier. For
example, extracted features using Histogram of Optical Flow
(HOF) [5] and used to train a classifier such as SVM [5].
Different types of techniques are used in action recognition
iDTs [6], SIFT3D [7], ESURF [8], and HOF [9] are used to
represent motion and appearance effectively across frames in
videos. Several other techniques were proposed to model the
temporal structure in an efficient way, such as the temporal
action decomposition [10], ranking machines [11], and
dynamic poselets [12]. Recently, due to the development of
potent GPUs and huge action datasets, deep learning has been
implemented broadly on the action recognition videos.
Several, methods have been proposed for action
classification in deep learning. Classification of action videos
implemented using various methods like SVM so on. In
videos sequence of frames is quite different as compared to
static images. By using Spatial-Temporal Convnet A.
Karpathy et al. [13] discusses multiple strategies like late
fusion, early fusion, and temporal fusion to extending the
frame connectivity in temporal domain. Dong Li et al. [14]
enhanced the accuracy of UCF101 dataset by applying
temporal attention probability for each video segment in
temporal sequence.
In videos, extraction of features from frames is very
important to recognize the action. Many types of filters are
applied on frames to features. Some methods for feature
extraction from frames like Gabor, HoG, and CNN these all
extract on the basis of texture, shape, color [15]. CNN pre
trained Alex-Net network have many layers which are used
for features extraction for recognition action in videos [16].
Currently, the most efficient type of learning machines and
approaches of deep learning are used in recognition of action
in videos. The Conv+LSTM method utilized by J. Donahue et
al. showed 63.2% accuracy in classifying for activity
recognition, video description, and image description [17].
The TDD method used to extract convolutional feature maps
achieved 90.3% UCF101 dataset precision and HMDB51
dataset precision of 63.2% [18]. The 3D ResNet 101 method
used by Kensho Hara et al. for recognition action in videos
obtained 88.9% UCF101 dataset precision and HMDB51
dataset precision of 61.7% [19]. The Deep networks with
Temporal Pyramid Pooling (DTPP) approach used by
Jiagang Zhu et al. for recognition of action achieved 74.8%
accuracy [20]. Temporal segment network (TSN) approach
help in good practices in learning ConvNets on video data
with an accuracy of 69.4% [21]. An approach to detect action
performs in a video by ActionVLAD method was used by
Rohit Girdhar et al. with an accuracy of 66.9% on HMDB51
dataset [22]. The Deep networks with Temporal Pyramid
Pooling (DTPP) perform better than temporal segment
network in case of videos sequence patterns [20]. Jue Wang
et al. used Support Vector Machine Pooled (SVMP)
descriptor for action classification obtained 81.3% accuracy
on HMDB51 dataset [23]. VGG-16, fc6 layer functions used
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by pooling of kernelized block-diagonal correlation and
ResNet-152 use features of pool5 and achieved 71.3%
accuracy [24] for classification of action videos.
Table 1: Summary of some commonly used action datasets
Ref. no.
Methods
Dataset
[19]

3D ResNet 101

UCF101
HMDB51

[18]

Deep-convolutional
Descriptor technique
combined with trajectory

UCF101
HMDB51

[22]

Locally aggregated
descriptors action
vectors and Fisher
Vector

HMDB51
UCF101
Charades

[24]

VGG-16 and
ResNet-152

HMDB51
MPII
JHMDB

[25]

CNN and Deep
bidirectional LSTM

HMDB51
UCF101
YouTube action

Reference [25] described a method by using CNN and Deep
bidirectional LSTM methods to process video frames and
extracted features from Alex-Net network's fc8 layer and
obtained 87.64 percent precision on the HMDB51 dataset.
Hanling Zang et al. [26] improved the accuracy of action
identification dataset by extracting the visual appearance and
motion features of the video frames are extracted using the
VGGNet network and classified using support vector
machine classifier.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
A. DATA COLLECTION
HMBD51 is a dataset based on Human Motion consisting of
6766 realistic videos with 51 classes of behavior. Datasets are
more difficult owing to big differences in camera movement,
appearance of objects and changes in the actors position,
scale and point of view, as well as cluttered background.
HMDB51 dataset collected from various sources like
youtube, short movies clip, google videos etc. The dataset
HMDB51 includes a number of general body motions, facial
actions, and human body movements with human interaction
and interacting with object. It is more complex by collecting
the videos from each class for a multitude of subjects with
separate illuminations. We proposed work on visual
appearance and optical flow in frames to recognizing the
motion in videos for better classification of action videos.
B. FLOW CHART
The proposed methodology is explained by flow chart in
Figure 2.
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(1)
Extract Frames from
videos

Videos
Database

Where the derivatives of image likeness strength evaluation
along the x, y and the dimensions are , , and , is a
constant of regularization.
(2)

RGB Frames

Optical Flow Frames

Train set

Flow of optics is a main component of the strategy to video
classification because it encodes the pattern of obvious
objects movement in a visual scene. Optical flow is very
helpful in analyzing the movement in two or more frames in
order to acknowledge the action in the video series of
temporal frames.

Test set

Feature Extraction

Alex-Net Pre-trained
Network

Feature Database

Fig. 3 Representation of Optical Flow between two
frames

Classification using SVM

Result

Testing set
Training set
Fig. 2 Flow chart of proposed approach
C. IMPLEMENTATION
Firstly, extract the 1-10 frames from videos. Spatial and
Temporal which include appearance and motion in frames of
video. For visual appearance in frames RGB frames are used
and optical flow frames are used for detect the motion
between frames. The technique of optical flow is used to
calculate the movement between two frames that are taken at
times and
. We use optical flow algorithms based on
Horn – Schunck to detect the flow between frames because
this method introduces a global constraint of smoothness.
Flow is formulated as a global energy function. This function
is given for two dimensional images.
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D. DEEP FEATURES EXTRACTION
Extraction of features includes extracting a greater amount
of data from raw pixel values which can capture the
difference between the categories concerned. This extraction
of the feature is done in an unsupervised manner in which the
image classes have nothing to do with pixel extracted
information. Convolutional neural network play potent role
in features extraction and it is unique types of networks
intended for multi-layer neural designed to identify visual
patterns with minimal pre-processing and directly from pixel
images. We choose Alex-Net for features extraction.
Alex-Net is used to extract features of RGB frames for
appearance information and optical flow frames capture the
motion information between frames. Alex-Net is a
convolutional neural network that is pre-trained model.
Alex-Net consists of 5 convolutional layers, 3 max layers for
pooling and fc6, fc7, fc8 are layers completely linked which
help to extract dense features of frames. Alex-Net is a helpful
network for image categorization and object recognition
because kernel size (11×11), pooling window (3×3) and
profound structure layers are used. We extract 4096
dimensions features of RGB frames from fc7 layer and also
extract features of optical flow frames with 4096 dimension
at fc7 layer. Pre-trained model architecture displayed in
figure 3.
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Fig. 3 Alex-Net pre-trained model architecture
Table 2: The suggested guess approach for AR for specimen
After extracting the features from optical flow frames and clips. The red font shows the incorrect projection of our
RGB frames than concatenate these features. We get 8192 technique.
dimension features and created database of these features and
HMDB51
Predictions
Ground Truth
apply principal component analysis on database to reduce the
dataset videos
dimensions of features. Principal component analysis creates
linear combinations of the features and compresses the
Brush hair
Brush hair
dimensions for fast computation of data. Principal
component analysis is unsupervised algorithm and identified
the statistical pattern in the data.
E. CLASSIFIER
Classification is the process to distinguish the different
classes of action dataset. In our proposed work we use SVM,
based upon supervised learning technique. SVM is
constructing a hyper-plane between the classes to classify
them appropriately with maximum margin. We have used
SVM with Gaussian kernel type and it gave best results as
compared to other state of art methods with 95.6% accuracy.

Somersault

Cartwheel

Dive

Dive

kickball

Shoot ball

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For experiment implementation MATLAB has been used
and HMDB51 dataset is used for action classification. In our
research work dataset contain 51 action categories of videos.
The proposed work performance is evaluated on the basis of
accuracy. Accuracy is defined as how often is the classifier
correct and the matrix of confusion is a table which describe
the implementation of a classifier model.

Where
is true negative, false positive, false
negative, true positive respectively. Basically, confusion
matrix of dataset is shown in figure 5. The vertical axes
represent the true class and the horizontal line represents the
predicted class. Table 2 shows some of the right and
miss-classiﬁed visual outcomes. Our technique uses a test
video as input and extracts 1-10 frames of video after that
extracts features from RGB frame and optical flow frames. In
Table 2, row 2 and row 4 are miss-classiﬁed, where
‘‘cartwheel’’ is classiﬁed as ‘‘somersault’’ and ‘‘shoot ball’’
is classiﬁed as ‘‘kickball’’. These inaccurate projections are
attributed to the resemblance of visual material, camera
movement, and shifts in actor body components in both
action classifications.
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Sword

Sword

The action recognition accuracy of the suggested approach
and other techniques are shown in Table 3. The suggested
approach increased the accuracy on this dataset from 87.64%
to 95.6% with an increase of 7.96%.
Table 3: Comparison with other state-of-art methods
Approach
Accuracy
Tingzhao Yu et al. [27]
60.2%
Hao Yang et al. [28]
65.4%
Yu Qian et al. [29]
75.7%
Zhigang Tu et al. [30]
80.9%
Amin Ullah et al. [25]
87.64%
Proposed
95.6%
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Fig. 5 Confusion Matrix of HMDB51 dataset for the proposed approach of AR
V. CONCLUSION
We have created a successful technique for classification of
action video features for AR. The research involves RGB
frames and optical flow frames are used for AR and feature
extraction using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
pre-trained model Alex-Net and classifying data using SVM
classifier and achieved 95.6% accuracy. Experimental
findings show that other state-of-art AR methods on
HMDB51 action video datasets are effectively dominated by
the accuracy of the suggested technique. Visual information
of frames and motion data of video frames, these
characteristics make our suggested model more suitable for
AR. In future, can be work to extract only salient features of
video frames.
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